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C. P. Ramanujam proved that if a binary operation m in a complete 
variety X merely possessed a 2-sided identity then m must have an 
inverse and satisfy the associative law, hence make X into a group ! 
We look at this as a formal implication: 
     m(x, e) = m(e, x) = x implies m(m(x, y), z) = m(x, m(y, z)).
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Some examples of binary algebras having a two-sided 
identity and inverse but not associative 

1. The most famous non-associative Moufang loop is the 
multiplicative loop of real octonions. 

2. The binary algebra (ℝ; *) where x*y = x + y + x2y is a 
polynomially defined algebra having a 2-sided identity but 
not associative. 

3. The binary algebra (ℕ; *) where x*y = xy yx is 
commutative, has a 2-sided identity but not associative.
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Theorem. 
Let x ⊕ y = ax2 + hxy + by2 + fx + gy + c in k[x, y] for some infinite 
field k. If  ⊕ admits a two-sided identity, then it is associative. 

Proof. 
Let x ⊕ e = e ⊕ x =  x for some e in k. Now x + e = x implies that 
ax2 + hxe + be2 + fx + ge + c = x. Since k is an infinite field, we have  
a = 0, he + f = 1, and  similarly,  b = 0, he + g = 1. In particular, we get 
f = g. Rewriting the binary operation ⊕ in its new simplified form 
we have x  ⊕ y = axy + bx + by + c. for some a, b, c in k. 
and also ae + b = 1 and be + c = 0. If a = 0, then b = 1 and x ⊕ y is the 
usual addition which is, of course, is associative. Let now a ≠ 0. Then 
c = –be = -bae/a = –b(1–b)/a = (b2 – b)/a. Thus we have the final form 
    x ⊕ y = axy + bx + by + (b2 – b)/a. 
  (x ⊕ y) ⊕ z = a2xyz + ab(xy+yz+zx) + b2(x+y+z) + bc+c 
which is symmetric in x, y and z. So + is associative.
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In simple terms, Rigidity Lemma (see p 44 - 45) says that under certain 
circumstances “a 2-variable function f (x, y) that is independent of x for 
one value of y is independent of x for all y.

Key steps of the proof (for complete details, see pages 45-46 of [9].  
Let A be the projective curve.  Define f:A x A ––> A x A by the rule 
f(x,y) = (xy, y). Now f(e, e) = (e, e). Conversely, if f(x, y) = (e, e), then 
(xy, y) = (e, e) which, in trun, implies that x=e, y=e. In other words, 
f-1(e, e) = {(e, e)}.Using this and the fact we have a projective curve, 
CPR proves that the mapping is onto and thus captures the inverse, y' 
from (xy, y) = (e,y) for some x i.e. given y, the equation xy=e is soluble 
for x so that we have x’x = e. Then he goes on to prove other familiar 
properties like y'' = y, yy' = e etc. Next, he uses the rigidity lemma to the 
binary term-function x’(xy) to conclude that x’(xy) = y. Finally, applying 
rigidity to the ternary term function x(x’y)z) he gets full associativity.  

 yM-R, Theorem. m(x,e) = m(e,x) ==> m(x,m(y,z)) = m(m(x,y),z)
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Group Law on Unit Circle
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Since the binary rational  +  has a two-sided identity, viz. (0,1), by 
Mumford-Ramanujam , the addition is associative.
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Group Law on Edwards Curves

Here the point N = (0,1,1) is 
the identity. Let us verify: 
(x, y, z) + (0,1,1) 
= (xz2, yz2, z3) = (x, y, z). 
Hence the operation defined 
on the left is associative.
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